Waves of Optical Illusion

Setting up the Straight Lines:
1. Split each section evenly with a V.
2. You should have 12 equal sections.

The Wavy Lines:
3. Draw 2 dots near the top of line and 2 near the bottom.
4. Draw 2 dots in the center between other 2 dots.
5. Draw 2 dots near the top of next line and 2 near the bottom.
6. Draw 2 dots in the center between other 2 dots.
7. Draw deep arches between dots.
8. Draw dots as before on next line.
9. Draw deep U’s between first arches and dots.
10. Draw dots on next line.
11. Draw deep arches.
12. Continue in pattern until joining with original arches.
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1st Color in Marker (Blue):

20 Color every other section using blue in 1st pie section.
21 Skip next pie section, color the same rows as in first pie section.
22 Repeat around, skipping pie sections.

2nd Color in Marker (Green):

23 Using the green marker, color every other line in the blank pie section. Make sure to color different row so the 2 colors do not touch.
24 Continue coloring the blank pie sections.
25 Repeat around.

1st Color in Colored Pencil (Blue):

26 Using blue colored pencil, shade spaces between between green. Leave center of spaces white.
27 Continue around in spaces between green.


2\textsuperscript{nd} Color in Colored Pencil (Green):

Using green colored pencil, shade spaces between between blue. Leave center of spaces white.

Continue around in spaces between blue.

Do the Wave!